
Short-term Madness
d100 Effect (lasts 1d10 minutes)
01-20 The character retreats into his or her mind and 
 becomes paralyzed. The effect ends if the character 
 takes any damage.
21-30 The character becomes incapacitated and spends the 
 duration screaming, laughing, or weeping.
31-40 The character becomes frightened and must use his 
 or her action and movement each round to flee from 
 the source of fear.
41-50 The character begins babbling and is incapable of 
 normal speech or spellcasting.
51-60 The character must use his or her action each round 
 to attack the nearest creature.
61-70 The character experiences vivid hallucinations and 
 has disadvantage on ability checks.
71-75 The character does whatever anyone tells him or her 
 to do that isn’t obviously self-destructive.
76-80 The character experiences an overpowering urge to 
 eat something strange such as dirt, slime, or offal.
81-90 The character is stunned.
91-00 The character falls unconscious.

Long-term Madness
d100 Effect (lasts 1d10 10 × 10 hours)
01-10 The character feels compelled to repeat a specific 
 activity over and over, such as washing hands, 
 touching things, praying, or counting coins.
11-20 The character experiences vivid hallucinations and 
 has disadvantage on ability checks.
21-30 The character suffers extreme paranoia. The character 
 has disadvantage on Wisdom and Charisma checks.
31-40 The character regards something (usually the source 
 of madness) with intense revulsion, as if affected by 
 the antipathy effect of the antipathy/sympathy spell.
41-45 The character experiences a powerful delusion.
46-55 The character becomes attached to a “lucky charm,”
 such as a person or an object, and has disadvantage
 on attack rolls, ability checks, and saving throws 
 while more than 30 feet from it.
56-65 The character is blinded (25%) or deafened (75%).
66-75 The character experiences uncontrollable tremors or
 tics, which impose disadvantage on all rolls while 
 more than 30 feet from it.
76-85 The character suffers from partial amnesia. The 
 character knows who he or she is and retains racial 
 traits and class features, but doesn’t recognize other 
 people or remember anything that happened before 
 the madness took effect.
86-90 Whenever the character takes damage, he or she 
 must succeed on a DC 15 Wisdom saving throw or be 
 affected for 1 minute as though he or she failed a 
 saving throw against the confusion spell.
91-95 The character loses the ability to speak.
96-00 The character falls unconscious and cannot wake.

Indefinite Madness
d100 Flaw (lasts until cured)
01-15 “Being drunk keeps me sane.”
16-25 “I keep whatever I find.”
26-30 “I try to become more like someone else—adopting
 his or her style of dress, mannerisms, and name.”
31-35 “I must bend the truth, exaggerate or outright lie to
 be interesting to other people.”
36-45 “Achieving my goal is the only thing of interest to me, 
 and I’ll ignore everything else to pursue it.”
46-50 “I find it hard to care about anything that goes on 
 around me.”
51-55 “I don’t like the way people judge me all the time.”
56-70 “I am the smartest, wisest, strongest, fastest, and most 
 beautiful person I know.”
71-80 “I am convinced that powerful enemies are hunting 
 me, and their agents are everywhere I go. I am sure 
 they’re watching me all the time.”
81-85 “There’s only one person I can trust. And only I can 
 see this special friend.”
86-95 “I can’t take anything seriously. The more serious the 
 situation, the funnier I find it.”
96-00 “I’ve discovered that I really like killing people.”

Gemstones
d12 10 GP Stone
   1 Azurite (opaque mottled deep blue)
   2 Banded agate (translucent stripped brown, blue, 
 white, or red)
   3 Blue quartz (transparent pale blue)
   4 Eye agate (translucent circles of grey, white, brown, 
 blue, or green)
   5 Hematite (opaque grey-black)
   6 Lapis lazuli (opaque light and dark blue with greens)
   7 Malachite (opaque striated light and dark green)
   8 Moss agate (translucent pink or yellow-white
 with mossy grey or green markings
   9 Obsidian (opaque black)
  10 Rhodochrosite (opaque light pink)
  11 Tiger eye (translucent brown with golden center)
  12 Turquoise (opaque light blue-green)
d12 50 GP Stone
   1 Bloodstone (opaque dark grey with red flecks)
   2 Carnelion (opaque orange to red brown)
   3 Chalcedony (opaque white)
   4 Chrysoprase (translucent green)
   5 Citrine (transparent pale yellow-brown)
   6 Jasper (opaque blue, black, or brown)
   7 Moonstone (translucent white with pale blue glow)
   8 Onyx (opaque bands of red and white)
   9 Quartz (transparent white, smoky grey, or yellow)
  10 Sardonyx (opaque bands of red and white)
  11 Star rose quartz (translucent rosy stone with white 
 star-shaped center)
  12 Zircon (transparent pale blue-green)

d10 100 GP Stone
   1 Amber (transparent watery gold to rich gold)
   2 Amethyst (transparent deep purple)
   3 Chrysoberyl (transparent yellow-green to pale green)
   4 Coral (opaque crimson)
   5 Garnet (transparent red, brown-green, or violet)
   6 Jade (translucent light green, deep green, or white)
   7 Jet (opaque deep black)
   8 Pearl (opaque lustrous white, yellow, or pink)
   9 Spinel (transparent red, red-brown, or deep green)
  10 Tourmaline (transparent pale-green, blue, brown, or red)
d6 500 GP Stone
  1 Alexandrite (transparent dark green)
  2 Aquamarine (transparent pale blue-green)
  3 Black pearl (opaque pure black)
  4 Blue spinel (transparent deep blue)
  5 Peridot (transparent rich olive green)
  6 Topaz (transparent golden yellow)
d8 1,000 GP Stone
   1 Black opal (translucent dark green with black 
 mottling and golden flecks)
   2  Blue sapphire (transparent blue-white to medium blue)
   3  Emerald (transparent deep bright green)
   4  Fire opal (translucent fiery red)
   5  Opal (translucent pale blue with green-gold mottling)
   6  Star ruby (ruby with white star-shaped center)
   7  Star sapphire (sapphire with white star-shaped center)
   8  Yellow sapphire (transparent fiery yellow or yellow-
  green)

Individual Treasure
CR 0-4
d100         CP            SP            EP            GP            PP
01-30    5d6 (17)       —           —            —             —
31-60         —    4d6 (14)        —            —             —
61-70         —          —      3d6 (10)       —             —
71-95         —          —            —      3d6 (10)        —
96-00         —          —            —             —       1d6 (3)
CR 5-10
d100         CP            SP            EP            GP            PP
01-30      1,400          —           35            —             —
31-60         —         210           —            70             —
61-70         —          —         105            70             —
71-95         —          —           —           140             —
96-00         —          —           —             70            10
CR 11-16
d100         CP            SP            EP            GP            PP
01-20         —         1,400           —           350           —
21-35         —          —         350           350           —
36-75         —          —         105           700           35
76-00         —          —           —             70            70
CR 17+
d100         CP            SP            EP            GP            PP
01-15         —          —       7,000         2,800          —
16-55         —          —           —         3,500         350
56-00         —          —           —          3,500         700


